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Abstract
It is argued that if the wave function represents the complete phys-
ical state and its dynamics is linear, then there are no many worlds.
It’s possible for the multiverse to undergo no net change while individ-
ual universes do change. — David Deutsch1
The many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics (MWI) is based
on two key assumptions: (1) the completeness of the physical description by
means of the wave function, and (2) the linearity of the dynamics for the
wave function (Everett, 1957; DeWitt and Graham, 1973; Barrett, 1999;
Wallace, 2012; Vaidman, 2014). In this paper, I will argue that these two
assumptions permit no existence of many worlds.
Let me first give a classical example. The complete physical state of
a classical particle at a given instant is represented by (x, p), where x is
the position of the particle, and p is the momentum of the particle. In
other words, the state (x, p) means that there is a classical particle being
in position x whose momentum is p. Although we can decompose (x, p)
as (x1 + x2, p1 + p2), this is just a mathematical transformation, and it
does not mean that there are two particles, one being in position x1 whose
momentum is p1, and the other being in position x2 whose momentum is p2.
This can also be proved. Suppose we have a time evolution U which swaps
(x1, p1) and (x2, p2) and keeps (x, p) unchanged. Since (x, p) represents the
complete physical state, if it keeps unchanged, then everything physical will
not change. Then, since both (x1, p1) and (x2, p2) change after the time
1Personal communication, January 2, 2019.
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evolution U , they cannot represent actual physical states. In other words,
the state (x, p) cannot represent two particles which are in positions x1 and
x2, respectively.
Now let us consider the quantum case. In MWI, the complete physical
state of a quantum system is represented by its wave function. Suppose the
wave function of a system at a given instant, ψ, represents a real physical
field in a space. Similar to the classical case, although we can decompose ψ
as ψ = ψ1 + ψ2, this is just a mathematical transformation, and it does not
mean that there are two real physical fields, one being represented by ψ1,
and the other being represented by ψ2.
We can also prove this result. Suppose we have a time evolution U
which swaps ψ1 and ψ2.
2 Then, by the linearity of the dynamics, U keeps
ψ = ψ1 + ψ2 unchanged. Since ψ represents the complete physical state, if
it keeps unchanged, then everything physical will not change. Indeed, if the
underlying ontic state does not change, then everything in the physical world
cannot change, including those emergent high-level things. Then, since both
branches of ψ, namely ψ1 and ψ2, change after the time evolution U , they
cannot represent actual physical states. In other words, ψ does not represent
two real physical fields which are represented by ψ1 and ψ2, respectively.
Take Schro¨dinger’s cat as an example. Suppose the wave function of a
Schro¨dinger’s cat and its environment is ψ = ψa + ψd, where ψa represents
the state of an alive cat and its environment, and ψd represents the state of
a dead cat and its environment. Suppose there is a time evolution Us which
swaps ψa and ψd. Then it keeps ψ = ψa + ψd unchanged by the linearity
of the dynamics. Again, since ψ represents the complete physical state of
the composite system, if it keeps unchanged, then everything physical of the
system will not change. Then, since both branches ψa and ψd change after
the time evolution Us, they cannot represent something physical (although
when ψ = ψa or ψ = ψb they can). In other words, ψ does not represent two
real physical fields or two real worlds in which there are an alive cat and a
dead cat, respectively.
Admittedly, the whole wave function may undergo no net change while
individual branches do change. But this is just a mathematical claim. As
I have argued above, if the whole wave function represents the complete
physical state and its dynamics is linear, then the individual branches cannot
represent something physical such as real worlds (either emergent or not).
In this case, it is impossible “for the multiverse to undergo no net change
while individual universes do change.”
2U is similar to the NOT gate for a single q-bit, and it is permitted by the Schro¨dinger
equation in principle (although it may hardly be realized in practical situations).
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